SafeSea Project
www.safeseaproject.org
https://safeseaproject.medium.com/

our journey is to answer a simple cause: Save
the Ocean!
Mission: Create a World of clean Ocean
without Polution

PRESALE

NEXT PHASES

Phase 1

Phase 2

SafeSea Project proudly announce its first
phase to create a Charity based
Decentralized Exchange, where you
can donate to a good cause by just
simply doing your daily activities, like
swaping your tokens, coins, provide
liquidity or stake your tokens in a pool.
In this first Phase, we would like to raise
50,000 USD for marketing and personel
expenses. With this amount we are able
to create the DEX and spread the word
out in different social media portals.
According to the above mentioned, we are
offering 167,000 SafeSea Swap tokens at
the price of 0,3 USD/token and a 50%
bonus on every sale.
Minimum buy order is 10 USD, no
maximum.
Each and every presale buyer should send
and email to our official email address
(safeseaproject@protonmail.com)
writing down the exact amount she/he is
willing to invest. In return we will send
the wallet addresses where to send the
amount and the total token amount she/he
will receive
Investments can be made with BNB,
BUSD and ETH.

Our expert team of developers will create the
smartcontract for the DEX. We will implement
a sale contract inside, so as soon as the DEX will
be implemented to the Binance blockchain, we
will announce a sale of 1,670,000 SafeSea
Swap tokens. Selling this amount of tokens is
really important for the future of the DEX
because we will provide liquidity with the
amount we raise as well as a marketing budget
for continuous awareness.
Phase 3
After token sale is finished we will provide the
necessary liquidity for the swap tokens and start
the DEX with basic functions.
Phase 4
Continuous development for extending the
functions of the Exchange.
Partnership agreements with similar projects.
Finding relevant inventions to make a
partnership or cooperation to create and
distribute all over the world.

Disclamer: Please be aware that every
investment contains risk and possible money
loss. Invest only you can afford to lose.

